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ABSTRACT
The Flash-Friendly File System (F2FS) is a widely-used mobile file
system. Since it is a log-structured file system (LFS), its segment
cleaning operation is a performance bottleneck. To reduce clean-
ing overhead, F2FS uses the multi-head logging technique, which
enables user to write different lifetimes of files into different seg-
ments. Currently, F2FS adopts the file-extension-based separation
technique. However, it is difficult to predict the lifetime of a file
only with the file extension information. In this paper, we ana-
lyze the lifetime of each directory of Android mobile application
to make a lifetime prediction policy based on directory name and
file extension. Each Android application is implemented using a
standard Android library and manages files in a similar directory
structure. As a result of the analysis, we identified that a single
directory contains the file with similar lifetimes. Based on the anal-
ysis, we propose a new stream management technique for F2FS,
called mStream, which separates the directories with different life-
times into different segments. At the experiment, mStream reduced
the segment cleaning cost by up to 35% compared to the original
F2FS.
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Figure 1: Lifetime Distribution of F2FS

1 INTRODUCTION
Storage performance has been recognized as one of the signifi-
cant factors that affect the application performance for mobile
devices [4, 6–8]. Mobile device uses a flash memory-based storage
system such as embedded multimedia card (eMMC) and universal
flash storage (UFS). To make flash-friendly write requests, a log-
structured file system (LFS) [9] is a good solution since it generates
only sequential writes. When there is an update on files, LFS writes
it at the newly allocated free space called segment. These invali-
dated blocks become holes in segments and have to be reclaimed
by segment cleaning. Because lots of copy operation occurs from
cleaning, reducing the cleaning overhead is the most important
part of LFS performance optimization.

Flash-Friendly File System (F2FS) [10], one of the LFS, is widely
used for mobile platforms. F2FS provides multi-head logging so that
the data with a similar lifetime will be placed in the same segment
to reduce cleaning overhead. F2FS supports file-extension-based
separation technique which classifies data to HOT, WARM, and COLD.
For example, database files with .db extension are assigned through
HOT segment while executable files such as .apk and .odex are as-
signed at COLD segment. In Figure 1, .exo file, which is the video
cache file, is frequently updated similar to the files in WARM but F2FS
allocates .exo file at COLD segment. Also, all files without any exten-
sion are allocated at WARM segment, so some HOT cache files are also
included. By this observation, the file-extension-based separation
technique is not enough to reflect the file lifetime precisely.

In mobile platform, especially in the Android platform, each ap-
plication store its files on the formalized structure of a directory, as
shown in Figure 2. As a result of the analysis, the mobile application
has a characteristic of storing files with similar purposes in the same
directory, so files in the directory have a similar lifetime. This paper
proposes mStream, which provides semantic-aware streammanage-
ment for mobile, by augmenting the file-extension-based semantic
to directory-based semantic stream management. For mStream,
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Figure 2: Facebook Application Directory Structure

we first collect the traces from the popular mobile workloads and
measure each file’s lifetime, directories, and file extensions. Based
on this observation, we calculate the lifetime similarity between
directory depth and lifetime difference inside the same directory.
And then, we found the optimal point of file grouping and assigned
each group to the same segment. These steps repeatedly occur in
run-time so that mStream can dynamically adapt to the sudden
change of the user’s application usage pattern.

2 LIFETIME ANALYSIS
Android applications are implemented based on the Android
library so that the directory structure of application data is
similar to each other. Android application files are stored in
the /data/app/[package] and /data/data/[package] direc-
tories of the data partition as shown in Figure 2. In the
/data/app/[package], the executable files and library files are
stored. In the /data/data/[package], there are sub-directories
such as /shared_prefs, /app_webview, /code_cache, /cache,
/databases, and /files.

• /shared_prefs contains the SharedPreferences objects.
• /app_webview contains Webview data that displays web con-
tent in the application. .

• /code_cache contains cached code.
• /cache contains the cache files that temporarily store the
data required for the application.

• /databases contains the SQLite database file.
• /files contains other related files for application. (e.g. con-
figuration, cache, font, etc.)

2.1 Environment Setup
In the measurement, we use a Google Nexus 5 to collect file
usage patterns of the application. The kernel version and An-
droid version of the smartphone is 3.10.73 and 7.11, respectively.
We collect the system call trace to analyze which files are cre-
ated/removed/updated. By a small fix of the Android device kernel,
we enable the ftrace tool and trace the open, create, unlink, mkdir,
rmdir, fsync, rename, write, link, truncate, fallocate, and mmap sys-
tem calls with the system call arguments. File operation is collected
from the VFS layer. For the mmap case, we gathered the write trace
when a dirty page of memory invokes the file system to deliver a
write request into the storage device.

We collected various workloads from popular applications
from the social networking, game, web browser, and web-
based application. We selected total 14 applications which are
Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, Trivago, Airbnb, Ebay, Amazon,
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Figure 3: /data/data/[package] Sub-directory Lifetime
Analysis
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Figure 4: Depth-2 Directory Lifetime Analysis (CNN)

Aliexpress, CNN, Angry Birds, Clash Royale, Subway Surfers,
Firefox. From these applications, we obtain the system call trace
of installing apk, execution(EXEC) application with 5 different sce-
narios, update(UPDATE) to a newer version with Google Play, and
uninstalling the application from the device.

2.2 Directory Lifetime Analysis
The files in /data/app/[package], which contains the executable
and library files, are updated simultaneously while the applica-
tion UPDATE is triggered. For each /data/data/[package] sub-
directory, we chose the applications based on the number of
writes, and illustrated the lifetime distribution on Figure 3. The
/app_webview stores the web contents to be displayed so that the
files are updated when the application is executed. However, other
directories such as /files, and /cache shows a mixed pattern of
various lifetime. It means that simply grouping the files within the
same directory can cause significant overhead to the storage device.

We distinguish the hot-cold distribution analysis on the deeper
sub-directory for the /files and /cache, which show the
mixed pattern of various lifetime data. We assume that the
/data/data/[package] as a base (Depth-0) and the sub-directories
directly located on /data/data/[package] (e.g., /cache, /files)
as Depth-1, and the same method was repeated to define the depth
value for each directories. For the CNN case, EXEC1/2 and COLD are
50:50 ratio shown in Figure 3, but for Depth-2 analysis in Figure 4,
most of the EXEC1 category files are placed at /apptentive. Other
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Table 1: TheWeighted Arithmetic Mean of Lifetime Similar-
ity

Depth-1 Depth-2 Depth-3

/cache 0.62 0.66 0.66
/files 0.60 0.79 0.80

app-specific dir 0.58 0.64 0.64
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Figure 5: mStream Architecture

cases show similar observations, so that the in-depth analysis of
the sub-directory level is useful.

We quantified the lifetime distribution correlation of files within
the same directory through the similarity function described below.

𝑆𝑑𝑖𝑟 = max(𝑊 (𝑇 ))
where T is a lifetime type (e.g., EXECn, UPDATE, COLD),W(T) is a write
ratio of data corresponding to T lifetime. Table 1 is the weighted
arithmetic mean of lifetime similarity, with the amount of write
for each directory as a weight value. For /cache, /files, and app-
specific directory, by choosing the Depth-2 directory, similarity
factor increases 6.5%, 31.8%, 10.8% in average. Unfortunately, simi-
larity factor of /cache is not that increased in Depth-3 compared
to Depth-2, because /cache rarely contains the Depth-3 directories.
Also, deeper depth causes the increase of investigation directories,
which are directly matched to the stream. Choosing too deep depth
for analysis can waste the stream resource. Therefore, Depth-2 is a
good selection, and we choose this value for mStream.

3 DESIGN
Our key insight was that, the directory structure of the applica-
tions is similar in mobile applications. Moreover, the frequently
accessed directory tends to have distinct lifetime patterns. We pro-
pose mStream, the novel architecture of managing stream by con-
sidering both file extension and the directory structure, which help
file lifetime estimation. According to our analysis result, mStream
provides a grouping methodology of files with similar lifetime. The
group of files with similar file semantics (e.g. file extension, file
PATH) is abbreviated as fgroup.

Figure 5 shows the overall organization of mStream. The as-
sumed multi-streamed mobile storage provides a new API called
openStream(Segment #, Type ID) which notify storage of the type ID
allocated by each segment. When a write request is issued, the seg-
ment type allocator passes the file PATH to the fgroup manager, and
the segment type ID is returned from the fgroup table. In the block
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Figure 6: Evaluation Setup

allocator, data is allocated to the current segment corresponding to
the segment type ID.
Assigning fgroup. In the previous section, we analyzed the lifes-
pan of the files in the application directory. As a result, we catego-
rized data into fgroups in five ways as follows.

• File extension (e.g., .db-journal, .png)
• /data/app/[package]
• /data/data/[package] sub-directory (e.g., /app_webview)
• /data/data/[package]/cache sub-directory
• /data/data/[package]/files sub-directory

Lifetime Prediction. mStream manages fgroup table for the life-
time prediction of fgroup. Each fgroup entry keeps track of the
invalidation history of files, which are included in fgroup. We use
the exponential moving average(EMA) for estimating fgroup life-
time as follow:

𝐸𝑀𝐴𝑇 = (1 − _)𝐸𝑀𝐴𝑇−1 + _𝐿𝑇

which 𝐿𝑇 is the lifetime of Tth invalidate data, and 𝐸𝑀𝐴𝑇 is an
EMA of fgroup after Tth invalidate.

When the root directory of fgroup is unlinked, the fgroup man-
ager removes the corresponding fgroup entry in fgroup table. Our
investigation found a special case that the application deleted the
directory and re-created the same directory. The Fgroup manager
manages fgroup history table that stored information of recently
removed fgroup. The fgroup manager searches the fgroup history
table when a new fgroup is created and reuses the lifetime infor-
mation if the history exists.
Clustering. After estimating lifetimes of fgroups, the fgroup man-
ager attempt to cluster fgroups with similar predicted lifetime into
segment type because F2FS supports a limited number of segment
types. To classify fgroup, the fgroup manager uses K-means [5],
which is a widely used clustering algorithm. We use the difference
of the moving average lifetime between two fgroups as a clustering
distance. To adapt changing user workload, the fgroup manager
performs the clustering process periodically.

4 EXPERIMENT
4.1 Setup
To evaluate the performance of mStream, we implemented a host
FTL supporting multi-stream on open-channel SSD (OC-SSD). The
host-level FTL used in our implementation was pblk [3]. Figure 6
illustrates our evaluation setup. Our evaluation setup consists of a
server with an Intel Xeon E5-2630 v3 (2.40 GHz, 16 cores) and 32 GB
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Table 2: Experimental Scenario

Workload A Workload B

Number of Applications 7 22
EXEC Cycle 0.13-5.1 days 0.13-5.1 days
UPDATE Cycle 7 days 7 days

Initial Multimedia Size 3.8GB 2.4GB
Multimedia Update Size 40MB per a day 25MB per a day
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Figure 7: Impact of Multi-Stream Technique

DRAM. The Linux kernel version is 4.13.0. A qemu-based emulator,
qemu-nvme [1], was used to emulate the OC-SSD. The OC-SSD
emulation environment is as follows: 16 LUNs(Logical Unit Number,
which is organized in planes, blocks, and pages), four planes, 4GB
block, 16KB page, 4KB sector. We implemented mStream scheme
on F2FS and configured the F2FS section size as 16MB that equal to
the physical superblock size of OC-SSD.

We perform experiments using a mobile workload generator
called the trace replay tool. The system call trace, which is the
trace replay tool’s input, is collected from the system call tracer on
real-world smartphones. System call traces for install, execution,
update, and uninstall were collected from various applications. We
perform experiments using the workload of two user scenarios, and
user scenarios are as shown in Table 2.

In the experiment, we compare the original F2FS and mStream.
The F2FS format tools use f2fs-tools 1.4 version [2]. In the mStream,
the _ value of EMA was set to 0.3.

4.2 Impact of Multi-Stream Technique
Figure 7 shows the cleaning costs of F2FS and mStream. We vary
the host stream number limit of mStream from 3(M-3) to 6(M-6). For
both workloads, mStream outperforms the original F2FS by up to
32% while adapting the same stream number limit. As the number
of streams increases, mStream can classify data in a fine-grained
manner, which improves cleaning efficiency.

To evaluate the effect of stream management, we measured per-
stream lifetime distribution under workload B. Figure 8 shows the
average and variance of data lifetime. First of all, we compared the
original F2FS and mStream with 3 streams(M-3). Stream 0 of ORG-3
has a higher lifetime variance than stream 0 of M-3. Because for
ORG-3 case, stream 0 contains both .db-journal and .db together
whose lifetime distribution is different. M-3 has a higher lifetime
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Figure 8: Lifetime Distribution

similarity of data of each stream compared to ORG-3. Stream 0
in M-3 gathers hotter data than ORG-3. Moreover, stream 2 also
stores colder data than ORG-3. If the number of streams increases
in the mStream technique, hot and warm data are more classified
precisely.

5 CONCLUSION
This paper proposed mStream, a novel stream management tech-
nique based on file lifetime and I/O pattern on mobile platforms.
mStream predicts file lifetime based on a directory structure and
file extension. We implement mStream on top of the open-channel
SSDs and reduce the cleaning costs. We observe that the directory
depth analysis is important to handle the stream allocation and
successfully merge this scheme on top of the F2FS. By using our
mStream, we can reduce up to 35% of cleaning cost.
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